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EXAMINATION REPORTS

Teun 505
Lineage: Bartele 472 x Star Rindert 406 x Model 
Sport Pref*5 Fabe 348 x Star Pref*13 Prest Feitse 293
Date of birth: 13 April 2014  Height: 1,64 m
Pedigree: 50  Kinship: 18,0% (average)

Exterior:
Breeding type: Teun 505 is a stallion 

with a fine model and with his noble head 

and good vertical build of the neck he 

has very good breed expression. The 

stallion has abundant feathers and coat 

colour is jet black.

Conformation: Teun 505 is a longlined 

stallion with correct conformation. 

Musculature of poll and neck is somewhat 

heavy. The long shoulder has the required 

sloping conformation. The withers are 

well-developed and flow smoothly through 

to the back. The topline is strong and 

well-muscled with a good connection from 

the loins to the croup. He has a lightly 

sloping croup. Body shape is horizontal.

Legwork: The legwork should radiate 

more quality. The foreleg has a tendency 

to toeing-in. The hind legs are slightly 

sickle-hocked.

DNA-tests:
Hydrocephaly: non-carrier status

Dwarfism: non-carrier status

Chestnut factor: non-carrier status

Estimated breeding value 
exterior:
 Reliability ..........................................42% 

 Breeding type ....................................110  

 Conformation ....................................109    

 Legwork .............................................106      

 Walk ...................................................103  

 Trot ....................................................106  

Character/personality:
Stable manners  

 a  b  c  d  e 

 difficult    x   pleasant

 energetic     x calm

 frightened   x   inquisitive

 submissive   x   dominant

 hesitant   x   cheeky

 anxious    x  relaxed

Training manners:  a b c d e

 reliability  unreliable    x  reliable

 sensitivity   little  x    much

 anxiety   quickly    x  slowly

 trainability    difficult   x   easy

 responsiveness to aids little   x   much

 willingness to work   little   x   much

 work ethics   disagreeable   x   happy

 perseverance little   x   much

 stamina  little   x   much

 reaction to stress   freezes  x    flighty

 concentration   distracted   x   focused

 learning capacity   little   x   much

Veterinary:
Left knee osteochondrosis (OCD) grade C.

Performance Test:
Training report: Teun 505 started the 

Central Examination in the previous year 

but was redirected to this year. The 

stallion has gone through a major 

development compared to last year. In 

the initial stages of the examination Teun 

505 easily tensed up. In the course of the 

test the stallion started to move with 

more looseness in the topline. He 

demonstrates great technique in move-

ment and ditto self-carriage in all 

disciplines. Flexion in the joints is good 

and his style of canter is a positive asset.   

After the saddle test the stallion had a 

little dip but he has bounced back well. 

Thanks to his good trainability and 

hard-working attitude he gives his riders 

and drivers a good feeling. Teun 505 is 

easy to train in all disciplines.

Walk: When he suffers from tension he 

walks with short strides. When relaxed, 

the stallion displays an active walk with 

satisfactory scope and then he moves 

well through his body.

Trot: In trot Teun 505 demonstrates 

great technique in movement with lots 

of flexion in the joints. The hind leg 

steps far forward under the body and 

the foreleg has knee action with good 

forward reach. His trot is characterised 

by good suppleness. In all disciplines 

the stallion presents a satisfactory uphill 

frame in trot.

Canter: The canter is powerful with a 

good uphill quality showing lots of scope 

and satisfactory self-carriage.

Riding horse aptitude:
Teun 505 is very talented for dressage 

work. He is hard-working with good 

trainability skills and gives his rider a 

good feeling.

Driving horse aptitude:
Teun 505 has great capacity for driven 

work. In show driving he displays lots of 

go, moves with lots of technique and in a 

satisfactory uphill outline. He should 

develop a bit more front.

Test results riding test:
 Walk ....................................................6.5 

 Trot .....................................................7.5 

 Canter .................................................8.0 

 Balance/carriage .................................8.0  

 Suppleness .........................................7.5  

 Transitions .........................................8.0  

 Impulsion ...........................................8.0  

 Total .................................................83.5 

Test results driving test:
 Walk ....................................................7.0 

 Trot .....................................................8.0 

 Balance/carriage .................................8.0

 Suppleness .........................................7.5 

 Transitions .........................................7.5

 Impulsion ...........................................7.5 

 Total .................................................83.5 

     
Test results show driving test:
 Use foreleg..........................................8.0 

 Use hind leg ........................................8.0 

 Suspension .........................................7.5  

 Carriage ..............................................8.0 

 Front ...................................................7.5  

 Suppleness .........................................7.5 

 Impulsion ...........................................7.5  

 Total .................................................85.5 

Findings Performance Test:
In the course of the test Teun 505 has 

shown good progress in all three 

disciplines. This inquisitive stallion has 

an eager attitude and is easy to train. 

For riders and drivers he is a joy to ride 

or drive.

Final conclusion:
Teun 505 has a good lineage and was 

bred from a dam line that has produced 

several approved stallions. The stallion 

has a good exterior and has completed 

a good test. On the basis of these 

findings the stallion will be registered 

in the Stallion Studbook under the name 

of Teun 505.

Dam report:
General: Richt fan Lutke Peinjum is a 

well-preserved 13-year-old mare with a 

lot of front. She has a strong physique 

and shows powerful movement. The 

mare has an expressive head with a 

slightly long face, more than satisfac-

tory feathers and coat colour is jet 

black. The poll is a bit short and the 

head-neck connection should be a little 

lighter. The vertically-placed neck with 

satisfactory length rises fairly deep 

from the chest. Shoulder conformation 

is sloping. The withers are somewhat 

short but with satisfactory connection 

to the back. Topline is strong with a 

good connection to the croup. The 

croup is of more than satisfactory 

length with lightly sloping conforma-

tion. Body shape is almost horizontal. 

The legwork  shows more than satisfac-

tory quality. Stance of the foreleg is 

standing-under with a tendency to 

toeing-in. The hind legs are slightly 

sickle-hocked. The feet are well-shaped 

and well-matched. The active walk is 

regular with satisfactory power and 

ground-coverage. In trot this mare 

demonstrates good posture with a 

powerful, electric hind leg that is 

placed forward under the body with 

satisfactory reach.

Dam line: Teun 505 is a Bartele 472 

son out of a Star mare by Rindert 406 

who so far has three Star offspring. His 

granddam is a Model Sport Preferent 

mare by Fabe 348. His greatgranddam 

(3rd dam) is the famous Feitse 293 

daughter Setske F. This Setske F. is Star, 

Preferent and Performance, has as many 

as thirteen Star offspring and is dam of 

the Preferent Beart 411. Before her we 

find the well-known mare Kingke Stb.

Model Preferent by Dagho.

Advice:
Teun 505 is expected to improve 

breeding type, model, movement 

technique, attitude and trainability.


